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To complete this popular culture exercise I observed students in the NDSU Memorial
Union. I placed myself at a vantage point on the second floor lounge area overlooking
the south entryway directly in front of the Varsity Mart. I conducted my observations
from approximately 1:15pm- 1:45pm, Thursday March 9, 2006.
Many of my general observations about the consumer goods people possessed
were similar. Almost everyone had some sort of backpack, or shoulder carrying pack and
the styles were very similar. Being a fairly warm day (at least for the time of year) most
people were wearing jeans, some had on winter coats others had lighter versions of
jackets. I even saw several hardy North Dakotans come in with shorts and sandals
(obviously from the dorm not far away). Most students dressed very similarly easily ten
percent of the students were wearing some sort of NDSU apparel be it a hat, sweatshirt or
t-shirt.
Some students obviously spent less time on their wardrobe than others. There
were those who were “dressed for success” with businesslike clothes, these styles were
also very similar. Then there were those in sweatpants, t-shirts and headgear. There was
little deviation from the norm, not only in style; even most of the colors were the same.
Sunglasses, baseball caps, and Columbia coats were some recurring items as well.
Technology also became a recurring item during my observation. Around thirty
percent of students were talking on a cell phone of one style or another. Another five

percent were listening to some sort of digital music player, be it an I-pod or some other
type of mp3 player with headphones.
I would definitely agree that many of these themes of popular culture would be
evident at the other campuses participating in the IVN. Besides the regional differences
in university logo paraphernalia I can imagine an exact mirror image at the other
campuses.
I would agree that the products available and the unification through
advertisement, media, and an ever more globalized world produce universals in popular
culture between all campuses. Many of the same stores present in our shopping malls are
present in malls all across America. Our national popular culture is united by what we
see on television, in advertisements, magazines and all kinds of media. Conspicuous
consumption and an ever more individualistic society actually mix quite well. Many feel
a need to conform and so they purchase the same products. Even in a culture such as
ours we cannot escape national uniformity and groupthink. Everyone at least knows
about and in some ways want to be accepted in society. This basic human need to feel a
sense of belonging and the mass production of similar products fuels our popular culture.

